This tutorial brings together perspectives on ER from a variety of fields, including databases, machine learning, natural language processing and information retrieval, to provide, in one setting, a survey of a large body of work. We discuss both the practical aspects and theoretical underpinnings of ER. We describe existing solutions, current challenges, and open research problems.
INTRODUCTION
Entity resolution (ER), the problem of extracting, matching and resolving entity mentions in structured and unstructured data, is a long-standing challenge in database management, information retrieval, machine learning, natural language processing and statistics. Ironically, different subdisciplines refer to it by a variety of names, including record linkage, deduplication, co-reference resolution, reference reconciliation, object consolidation, identity uncertainty and database hardening. Accurate and fast ER has huge practical implications in a wide variety of commercial, scientific and security domains.
Despite the long history of work on ER there is still a surprising diversity of approaches -including rule based methods, pair-wise classification, clustering approaches, and richer forms of probabilistic inference -and a lack of guiding theory. Meanwhile, in the age of big data, the need for high quality entity resolution is only growing. We are inundated with more and more data that needs to be integrated, aligned and matched before further utility can be extracted.
This tutorial brings together perspectives on ER from a variety of fields, including databases, machine learning natural language processing and information retrieval, to provide, in one setting, a survey of a large body of work. We discuss both the practical aspects and theoretical underpinnings of ER. We describe existing solutions, current challenges, and open research problems.
OUTLINE
Despite its long history, with some of the earliest work going back to the 1950s, ER remains an active area of research. In fact, with the emergence of "big data", the problem has enjoyed a renaissance in recent years. We will begin by surveying some of the latest motivating problems for ER in domains like advertising, online shopping, knowledge management, and network science, the changing landscape for ER, and why the problem continues to be so important (and challenging!). The rest of the tutorial is divided into three parts -ER theory, which reviews models and algorithms, ER practice, which focuses on techniques for scaling ER, and ER challenges, where we outline active research areas.
ER Theory
We begin by introducing a simple abstraction for the entity resolution problem. We categorize ER based on the type of input -single-entity ER, where all mentions correspond to a single entity type, relational ER, where real world entities are linked (like in a social network), and multi-entity ER representing the most general problem with potentially linked mentions of different entity types (e.g., products, sellers and reviews).
We survey classical techniques for ER, which assume that there exists a distance function between pairs of mentions. These techniques can be broadly classified as pairwise ER, where the decision to match a pair of mentions is made independent of other mentions, and cluster-based ER, where equivalence classes of entities are constructed via clustering. Pairwise ER is well suited for the problem of aligning two databases of the same set of entities (e.g., lists of restaurants from two sites). We survey common algorithms for computing similarity functions between mentions, and rulebased and probabilistic methods for pairwise and clusterbased ER. We also discuss techniques for computing cluster representatives, a.k.a. canonical entities, from database and machine learning communities.
We conclude this section by discussing the state of the art collective probabilistic inference techniques for multientity ER. These techniques are becoming popular due to an abundance of redundant mentions of entities on the Web that are also linked, and techniques that only consider one entity type and that ignore links perform poorly. We describe approaches based on multi-relational clustering algorithms, probabilistic generative models, and probabilistic logical languages, e.g. Markov logic networks and probabilistic soft logic.
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ER Practice
Naive ER algorithms that compare every pair of mentions is O(n 2 ). We will review efficient indexing, blocking, and message passing techniques, that can reduce the complexity to near linear time. In addition, distributed computation can also significantly improve scalability of ER algorithms, and we will review recent work on distributed ER.
Another important practical aspect is the evaluation of ER results. A variety of measures have been proposed; we will present some of the popular ones, and discuss some of the important differences. We conclude this section with a brief overview of ER systems that have been developed in the academia and the industry.
ER Challenges
Finally, we highlight a few open research directions, including ER in dynamic time varying data, large scale identity management, privacy, query-driven ER, and active learning or crowd-sourcing based methods for ER.
